Modern portals need more than just standard admin and user features. Lansa ensures that Portalize is ready to handle any size portal by offering scalability, security, and speed. Whether you need an enterprise or a “lite” portal, Portalize’s security features will protect your users and their data while maintaining the fast navigation users expect. Portalize’s responsive web design ensures your portal runs and looks great across all devices, both desktop and mobile.

SECURE PORTALS, FAST.
Portalize is the world’s first fully functional, fully customizable, and fully scalable portal framework built on a low-code platform. By utilizing the power and flexibility of Visual Lansa, Portalize is enterprise-ready out of the box yet can be easily customized for the appearance and additional needs of your business. With Portalize, your developers can focus on creating solutions rather than spending time developing complex features needed in today’s application portals.

Portalize’s features include:
- Advanced navigation features, making it easy for your users to navigate quickly and safely
- Numerous security features such as IP monitoring and banning, bolstered by rigorous third-party security testing
- Numerous user features such as login, create an account, forgot password, security validation questions, and user details and preferences
- Administration features, including easily managing user accounts, security settings, email notifications, and action requirements such as forgot password and account disabled
- Content features such as multi-language support that makes it as easy as developing a single language portal and content sharing capabilities that allow users to share web content and files with other users within the portal.

Fast
Focus on Your Solutions: When you choose Portalize for your application’s portal needs, your developers can focus on solving problems and creating solutions instead of spending time developing a portal. Save valuable time and money by having your portal ready to go on day one of development. Portalize can save your developers weeks, if not months, allowing them to get your application into production faster.

Blazing Navigation: Portalize is designed for fast navigation between pages, resulting in an amazing user experience. By utilizing the latest web technologies available to Visual Lansa, along with optimized use of portal modules, users won’t have to wait for pages to load or actions to complete.

Scalable
Portals of Any Size & Scale: Much like Visual Lansa itself, Portalize is scalable, so it can handle enterprise-level portals but is perfectly fine handling smaller portals as well. Portalize can handle thousands of users yet is affordable enough to make hosting smaller portals economical and beneficial. You can start small and scale up, start big and stay big, or start small and stay small—each situation is perfectly suited for Portalize.

Enterprise Security
Lansa understands the need to keep your user information and company data safe, so Lansa made security a top priority when developing Portalize. We placed all the lessons we learned about keeping data safe and secure into Portalize, to ensure your portal is up to date with modern security standards right out of the box. On top of rigorous security testing, Portalize checks all requests to ensure they are not coming in by outside means. Add in IP monitoring and banning and session logging, and you have a portal ready to handle the most sensitive data.

Essential Features
Admin Has Control: While Portalize ensures that your users have an amazing experience, Lansa didn’t skimp on any important administrative features. Admins can easily manage user accounts and have full control over security and notification settings. They can control session logging as well as turn Google Analytics off or on. Whether you have a few, a few hundred, or a few thousand users, Portalize’s admin features will make keeping control of your portal’s users a snap. Much like the user features, with amazing out-of-the-box functionality, all these features can be tweaked, added to, or removed for each specific portal.

User-Friendly: Portalize is loaded with out-of-the-box features your users have come to expect from the most user-friendly portals. Users can create an account, set security questions, maintain their own details and preferences, plus have the ability to reset their password if they forget it. The implementation of Google’s material design means everything will be familiar to users so they will have an easier time learning and adopting the new portal. Of course, all of this is customizable and can be added to or taken away from for exact portal needs.

Powered by Visual Lansa: Portalize was created with the most powerful low-code platform, Visual Lansa, meaning you get total customization of your portal. Along with quick and easy customizations, you get a massive library of usable Visual Lansa modules and code, an understanding of the best practices in Visual Lansa, a reference for consistent application development, and the entire portal source code to customize and tweak as needed.

To learn more, contact sales@lansa.com
For more information, visit www.Lansa.com